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ABSTRACT
Complexity  Theory  and Local  Government  Application
Scott  A. Brink
June  26, 2011
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X  Non-tliesis  (ML597)  Project
Local  govenu'nent  agencies  are experiencing  changes  that  are making  tlie  delivery  of
essential  services  n"iore cliallenging.  Tliese  changes  can largely  be attributed  to increasing
demands  for  more  services  while  budgets  are reduced.  Tliat  trend,  combined  witli
globalization,  rapid  advancements  in teclu'iology,  clianging  demograpliics,  and otlier  factors
lin'iit  tl'ie ability  of  agencies  to adapt  and react  to cliange  fast  enough.  In more  recent  years,
tlie  rate  of  cliange  lias accelerated  to tlie  point  tliat  traditional  n'ietliods  of  plai'u"iing  and
adapting  to cliange  no longer  work.  Many  organizations  feel  overwlielmed  and  lielpless.
The  factors  driving  cl'iange  influence  each other  in complex  ways  that  are  often  difficult
to see and  understand.  Recent  scholarly  and professional  researcli  lias  been  addressing  tliis
issue  through  "complexity  tlieories."  Included  are sub-tlieories  sucli  as cliaos  tlieory,
complex  adaptive  systems,  and the application  of  natural  systems,  or  "tlie  new  science."
This  paper  presents  an argument  tliat  local  govei'nment  agencies  need  to consider  tl'ie
application  of  specific  elements  of  complexity  tl"ieory  and new  science  to tlieir  operations,
particularly  if  tliey  wisli  to be innovative.  A description  of  new  science  in a broad  and
holistic  maiuier,  combined  witli  specific  examples  for  application  is presented  to provide
support  for  this  argument.
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Organizations  are facing  unprecedented  cliallenges  in today's  business  world  and
working  environment.  Globalization,  new  tecluiologies,  social  and  political  changes,
environmental  events  and  disasters,  and  economic  events  and  clianges  in  many  countries  all
affect  organizations.  The  effects  from  tliese  factors  may  vary  in  impact,  but  all  influence  an
organization  in  some  fashion.  Tliese  include  large  international  coiporations,  small  business,
and  non  profits,  including  local  goveniment  organizations.
We  live  in a world  that  seems  to becoming  "flatter"  and  more  inter-connected  wliile  at
tlie  same  time  becoming  more  complex.  Events  in  otlier  coruitries  tl'iat  previously  liad  110
influence  or effect  on our  economies  or lifestyles  now  impact  our  lives  and  organizations  in
ways  tliat  are far  beyond  our  control.  Events  also  inter-relate  and  affect  us in  many  complex
ways  tliat  we  cai'uiot  directly  map  or understand.  Fueled  by  newer  and  faster  tecl'uiologies,
tlie  impacts  and  influences  from  tliese  events  and  activities  often  appear  long  before  we  are
able  to become  aware  and  prepare  for  tliem.  We  find  we  are ruiable  to control  and
proactively  plan  for  clianges  tliat  are becoming  increasingly  dynamic  and  complex.  The  rate
of  cliange  also  seems  to liave  been  increasing  at an exponential  rate  in  more  recent  years.
According  to tlie  Human  Systems  Design  Institute  (2006),  today's  environment  for
many  organizations  can  be described  as "dynamical."  A dynamical  change  environment  can
also  be described  as "wliitewater,"  where  change  does  not  follow  predictable  patlis  because
the  number  of  variables  is large  and/or  ruilaiown.  Organizations  or "systen-is"  are open  to
outside  influences,  and  forces  liave  tlie  potential  to amplify  eacli  otlier  in very  complex  and
unpredictable  mai'uie'i-s.  An  organization  may  even  reach  a "tipping  point,"  wliere  even  a
very  tiny  or  remote  event  can  trigger  an avalanclie  of  change.
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As  a result  of  the  rapidly  evolving  con'iplexity  and  dynamical  c]iange  occurrmg  m our
world,  organizations  are finding  it increasiogly  difficult  to tlirive  and  even  survive.
Conventional  and  reliable  business  practices  of  the  past  are becoming  increasingly  limited
and ineffective  in today's  environment  wliidi  is not OIIIY con':iplex, but seemingly chaotic as
well.
Some  organizations  are working  liard  to understand  and  adapt  to dynamical  change  and
chaos  througli  tlie  application  of  new  tliinking  and  related  tlieories.  They  recognize  that a
new  paradigm  and  a new  way  of  tliinking,  contrary  to our  cuiyent  way  of  tliinking  and  doing
business  may  be necessary  in order  to survive.
Prahalad  and  Hamel  (1994)  recognized  that  new  tliinking  may  be needed  to break  away
from  the  limitations  of  existing  mindsets,  and  that  there  is a simpler  way  to lead
organizations  tliat  involves  tlieories  related  to complexity  and  cliaos.  Tliey  argue  tliat
reconciling  unpredictability  and  cliaos  may  be needed  to recognize  tlie  emergence  of
distinctive  pattems  and  establishing  a liolistic  framework.  Organizations  may  then  be able  to
position  tliemselves  for  dealing  witli  unpredictability  and  change  more  effectively.  Pralialad
and  Hamel  also  suggest  tliat  embracing  difficulties  and  opening  up to new  and  radical  ideas
may  be necessary  as a n"ieans  to growth,  wisdom,  and  sustainability.
As  a result,  understanding  complexity  theory  and  applying  its key  elements  for  use  in a
local  govemment  organization  is the  intent  of  this  paper.  In a general  sense,  at least  some  of
tlie  complexity  theory  presented  by  scliolars  uses  natural  sciences  and  natural  systems  (sucli
as quantum  physics  and  tlie  beliavior  of  nature  itself)  to explain  dynamical  cliange  and  tlie
importance  and  con'iplexity  of  relationships.  The  application  of  new  science  as presented  by
Margaret  Wheatley,  and  supplemented  by  Peter  Senge,  provides  a basis  for  much  of  this
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argument.  }io-vvever,  all  orgaiiizations  are l'iighly  unique  in  their  OWII  respective  rigl'it  and
context,  and  tlie  application  aad  value  of  complexity  tlieory  for  use  may  be different  or  eVen
debatable  for  rise amongst  tlie  many  different  organizations  that  exist  today.
Tlie  nature  of  an organization,  its business,  stakeliolders,  public  sector  versus  private
sector,  and  otlier  factors  n'iay  all  result  in  differences  in  applying  complexity  tlieories  arid
natural  sciences  usefully.  There  are many  marked  and  significant  differences  between
organizations,  such  as i-ules,  boundaries,  nature  of  business,  profit  vs. non-profit,  as well  as
other  factors.  Wliile  many  of  the  recommendations  and  strategies  emerging  from  complexity
theory  presented  lierein  may  be universally  applicable  to many  organizations,  tliis  paper  will
also  attempt  to apply  strategies  that  may  be more  specific  and  lielpful  to a public  sector
organization  such  as local  govei-nment.  hi  addition,  essential  principles  of  new  science  will
be applied  to tlie  concept  of  ii'uiovation,  wliich  many  local  goveniments  are now  lieavily
promoting  as a means  of  weathering  the  current  ston'n  of  change.
Cuirent  Climate  for  Local  Goveniment  Organizations
Public  sector  organizations,  including  local  goven'unents  are finding  tliemselves  in an
increasingly  clianging  environment  of  ruiprecedented  cliange.  Increasing  citizen  expectations
and  demand  for  services,  combined  witli  unfunded  mandates  from  federal  and  state  levels  are
simultaneously  being  countered  by  demands  for  reduced  taxes,  smaller  government,  and  cuts
in  funding  that  result  in  reduced  budgets  and  staff  levels.  The  lionoring  of  obligations,
enforcing  regulations,  delivering  essential  services,  and  working  to maintain  tlie  general
health,  safety,  and  welfare  of  the  general  public  are all  becoming  increasingly  more  difficult.
Wliile  sucl'i  cliallenges  l'iave  in effect  been  present  for  many  years,  tliey  seem  to liave
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increased  more  dramatically  in  recent  years.  Reacting  and  adapting  to tliese  changes is +'>ot as
easy  as it  may  liave  been  in the  past. As  a result,  tliese  complex  and  even  contradicting
influences  liave  placed  many  organizations  in  a state  of  crisis,  also  referred  to as
"whitewater."
Complicating  tlie  matter  fuither  for  public  sector  organizations,  compared  to their
private  sector  counterparts  are the  many  significant  boundaries,  rules,  and  restrictions  they
must  operate  under.  Tl'iese  include  mandated  i-ules  and  processes  tliat  limit  tlie  ability  to
make  critical  decisions  in a timely  manner.  These  organizations  cai'uiot  generate  revenue
freely  or  for  profit  in  a free  market  as their  private  sector  coruiterpaits,  and  tliey  are also
obligated  to sei-ve  customers  and  stakeholders  for  whicli  tliey  often  liave  110 discretion  or
cl'ioice.  Citizen  expectations,  political  desires,  and  available  funding  and  resources  are often
not  in  alignment.  In addition,  leaders  are often  limited  and  lacking  tlie  flexibility  and
freedom  to make  effective  and  timely  decisions.  Outside  pressures  for  accountability,
predictability,  and  fiscal  responsibility  are often  a double-edged  sword.  While  this  may
streamline  the efficiency  and  cost  effectiveness  of  operations,  creative  tliinking,  risk  taking,
iiuiovation,  and  strategic  and  sn"iart  decision  making  by  leaders  are often  stifled  and
sacrificed.  Tlie  real  and  perceived  demand  and  expectation  for  control,  order,  and  intolerance
for  any  mistakes  contributes  to the sense  of  helplessness  that  many  leaders  feel.
Many  local  government  organizations  have  been  operating  under  the  mandate  of  "doing
more  with  less"  for  many  years.  Leaders  liave  historically  been  able  to operate  and  continue
functioning  under  tliis  mandate  by  constantly  improving  efficiencies  and  cutting  costs  by
incoi-porating  new  tecl'nnologies  and  implementing  improved  structural  and  procedural
changes.  However,  a tipping  point  lias  been  reaclied  for  many  organizations  where  improved
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streamlining  and  efficiency  no longer  works,  and  the  realization  of  "doing  less  witli  less,"  is
becoming  tlie  new  reality.
All  example  of  this  current  state  is demonstrated  by  tlie  City  of  Costa  Mesa,  California
(Medina,  2011).  To  solve  a looming  pension  crisis  and  budget  gap,  lialf  of  tlie  City's
workers  (200  out  of  450)  were  informed  tliey  would  be out  of  a job,  and  that  every  city
department  would  be affected.  According  to Medina,  tliis  move  would  in  one  great  swoop
reinvent  municipal  government  for  Costa  Mesa,  and  perhaps  lead  tl'ie  way  for  other  cities.
Wliile  such  an action  may  more  immediately  solve  the organization's  budget  gap,  there  was
apparently  no definable  plan  thouglit  or  plai'uied  orit  as to IIOW the City  would  maintain
existing  obligations  and  services  to its citizens.  Tliese  not  only  include  basic  qriality  of  life
services,  but  also  essential  obligatory  services  that  protect  and  safeguard  basic  public  safety,
health,  and  welfare.  The  layoff  decision  appeared  to liave  been  executed  quickly  witl'iout
many  questions  and  issues  not  having  been  thouglit  orit  at all. As  one  surveys  the cui-rent
landscape  nationwide,  tlie  Costa  Mesa  situation  appears  to be becoming  more  increasingly
frequent.
An  impoitant  point  of  the Costa  Mesa  situation  is tliat  tlie  decision  was  l'iighly
politically  cliarged,  divided,  and  occurred  at rapid  speed.  Tlie  local  goven'nnent  leadersliip
staff  had  little  influence  or say  in  the  resulting  decision  of  tlie  City  Council,  or in tlie  initial
crisis  driven  by  funding  cuts  at the State  level.  This  seems  to be increasingly  common  in
many  communities  througliout  the  United  States.  Essentially,  decisions  are made  by  otliers
to cut  funds  or  resources,  wliile  tliose  directly  affected  (constituents  as well  as tlie
organization's  leadership  and  staff)  are left  to figure  out  the aftermath  tl'iemselves  witl'iout
any  lielp  or  resources  fron"i  tliose  WIIO made  the decisions.  This  in effect  contributes  to tl'ie
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whitewater  effect  and  sense  of  lielplessness  tliat  many  local  leaders  and  tlieir  stakeholders
IIOW  feel.
Tlie  recent  economic  recession  lias  also  contributed  to an acceleration  of  lrudget  crises  at
all  levels  (federal,  state,  and  local).  It  is expected  that  national  and  local  economies  will
eventually  again  improve,  business  activity  will  increase,  and  companies  will  again  increase
liiring  and  productivity.  However,  many  public  sector  organizations,  including  local
govenu'nents,  do  not  see a similar  "rebound"  witliin  tlieir  own  organizations.  The
"shrinking"  of  govemment  appears  for  many  to be a pen'nanent  trend,  and  many  refer  to the
current  state  as tlie  "New  Norinal"  (Brooks,  2011).
Tlie  "New  Norinal"
Across  tlie  country,  many  local  govenunent  organizations  are  now  dealing  with  a "new
nonnal."  According  to Kiedrowski  (2010),  Minnesota's  new  nonnal  is sin"iilar  to otlier
states,  and  consists  of  tlie  following:
1.  A  rapidly  aging  and  increasingly  diverse  population
2.  A  slumping  horising  market
3.  A  global  economic  slowdown
4.  Rapidly  rising  health  care  costs
5.  Increasing  energy  prices
6.  Rising  federal  goveriiment  deficit  and  less  federal  aid
7.  Declining  tax  revenues
Historically,  budget  problems  have  been  taken  care  of  by  combinations  of  tax  increases
and/or  set-vice  cuts.  According  to Brooks  (2011),  tliere  will  be a lot  of  deficit  cutting  over  tlie
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next  several  years,  and  tlie  country's  future  greatness  will  be defined  by  whether  cuts  are
conducted  "wisely"  or  "stupidly."  However,  cuts  often  appear  to be made  largely  on  the
basis  of  political  ease  and  expediency  witliout  consideration  of  long  tenn  implications.
According  to Hoene  (2010),  cuts  to cliild  liealtli  care,  mental  healtli  programs,  libraries,
or  transpoitation  will  liave  an impact  on  cities,  and  the  cuts  are  a "big  scary  question  mark"
lianging  over  local  governments.  According  to Mii'inesota  governor  Mark  Dayton,  aid  to
Minnesota  cities  lias  dropped  24  percent  since  2003,  and  two-tliirds  of  tliose  cuts  were  passed
on  to local  residents  in  the  forin  of  liigl'ier  propeity  taxes.
It  would  tlierefore  appear  that  most  local  govei-nment  organizations  must  son'iehow  be
able  to react  and  adapt  effectively  to clianges  beyond  tlieir  co'i"itrol.  As  resources  are
increasingly  diminislied,  organizations  can  no  longer  "do  more  with  less"  by  finding
improved  efficiencies  and  cost  savings.  As  a result,  many  leaders  are  now  strongly
promoting  initiatives  for  cliange,  including  iiu'iovation,  and  creativity.  However,  such
initiatives  also  require  new  modes  of  thinking  and  attitudes  tliat  may  be in  strong  contrast  to
cunent  modes  of  tliii'iking  and  cultures.  As  explained  further  iiai tliis  paper,  ii'u'iovation
requires  risk  taking  and  some  acceptance  of  failure.  Tliis  is clearly  in  contrast  with  present
demands  for  control,  predictability,  accountability,  and  intolerance  of  mistakes  and  failure.
Tliere  are  obvious  polarities  and  opposite  forces  acting  against  each  other  witli  such
ideas  and  initiatives.  However,  the  polarities  and  tl'ie  conflicts  we  work  liard  to avoid  may  in
fact  be necessary.  This  is wliere  complexity  theories  and  an understanding  of  the  natural
sciences  may  provide  assistance.  Such  an understanding  n'iay  lielp  establisli  tools  and
strategies  tliat  will  help  organizations  better  navigate  the  wliitewater  of  change  tliey  face.
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Literature  Review
The  basis  of  tlie  literature  review  is to better  understand  the nature  of  coi'nplexity  theory
and  particularly  how  new  science  may  be applied  to local  government  organizations.
Becarise  tl'ie development  and  discussion  of  complexity  leadership  theory  lias  evolved  in  only
more  recent  decades,  the amount  of  literahire  available  is somewl'iat  limited.  Scholarly
literature  of  a more  detailed  and  technical  nature  is available  tlirougli  research  explained  by
chaos  tlieory  and  complex  adaptive  systems.  However,  tlie  nature  of  available  research  is
generally  qualitative  in nature,  and  little  quantitative  and  empirical  evidence  is available  to
argue  for  the  application  of  new  science  to local  goveinments,  or  to organizations  in  general
for  tliat  matter.  Ill  addition,  tlie  technical  and  complex  detail  of  much  of  tlie  available
scl"iolarly  infoiination  explaining  complexity  tlieory  may  be difficult  for  some  to apply  easily
to their  own  personal  experience  and  their  OWII  organization.  However,  a qualitative
explanation  of  complexity  tlieory  and  new  science,  particularly  tl'irough  tlie  works  of
Wlieatley  and  Senge,  can  provide  a more  general  and  holistic  understanding.  Tlirough  sucli  a
liigher  level  and  holistic  view,  one  may  be able  to see IIOW examples  of  new  science  have
already  been  applied  in  otlier  areas  of  human  experience.  By  relating  one's  own  human
experiences  and  values,  one  may  be able  to apply  elen'ients  of  new  science  to tlieir  own
organization,  including  local  goveniment.
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WIIY  Complexity  Tlieory  and Natural  Science are Important
For  years,  scholars  and  practitioners  liave  not  only  used  science  as tlie  dominant  form  of
epistemology  as a way  to explain  orir  world  in general,  but  as a way  to explain  social  systems
and  organizations.  Wheatley  (p. 29)  explains  IIOW much  of  our  traditional  ways  of  tliii'iking
liave  evolved  from  a "Newtonian  Science"  way  of  thinking  wliicli  relies  more  on isolated
cause  and  effect  interactions.  However,  tliis  manner  of  thinking  generally  ignores  tlie
complex  network  of  interactions  and  relationships  tliat  occur  intei-nally  and  extenially  of
organizations  at all  levels.  According  to Dooley  (p. 76),  core  episten"iological  concepts  from
earlier  eras (sucli  as Newton's)  were  seriously  challenged  later  by  Einstein's  theory  of
relatively  and  tlie  discovery  of  quantum  medqanics.
Wlieatley  goes  011 to explain  liow  in tlie  1990's,  "reengineering"  became  tlie  don'iinant
solution  for  organizational  ills  by  embedding  deep  beliefs  about  organizations  as macliines.
As  a result,  organizations  and  the  way  they  operate  "have  been  reduced,  described,  and
separated  into  a context  of  cause  and  effect  witli  tlie  world  drawn  into  lines  and  boxes  (p.
29).  Wlieatley  argues  tliat  tlie  participatory  nahire  of  reality,  creation  and  life  itself  lias
forced  scientists  to focus  more  of  tlieir  attention  on  relationships  (p. 163),  and  a new  way  of
tliinking.  This  "new  thinking"  suggests  applying  complexity  tlieories  and  natural  sciences  to
our  OWII  organizations,  also  referred  to as "natural  science"  or "new  science."  Tliis  new
science  argues  that  human  systems  are more  complex  than  the  mechanistic  models
traditionally  used  to inform  tlieory  and  practice  in organizations.
According  to Wlieatley,  nature  offers  abundant  displays  of  order  and  disorder  and  clear
lessons  on how  to apply  natural  science  to our  organizations.  Ill  essence,  complexity  tlieory
and  new  science  tell  us tliat  fluctuation  and  cliange  (including  chaos)  are necessary  to attain
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order  and  sustainability.  New  science  also  suggests  tliat  a new  way  of  tliinking  must  emerge
if  effective  cliange  is to occur  and  be sustaining.  According  to Senge  (1990),  today's
problems  often  come  fi-om  yesterday's  solutions.  Additionally  according  to Einstein,  "No
problem  can  be solved  fi-0111 the  same  consciorisness  tl'iat  created  it (p. 7).
Introduction  to Complexity  Theory
Complexity  tl"ieory  invokes  a new  way  of  tliinking  by  applying  tlie  ten'n  "new  science"
to liuman  systems.  Tliis  tliinking  effectively  recognizes,  embraces,  and  utilizes  tl'ie polarities
that  most  organizations  work  to suppress.  According  to Bun'ies,  complexity  theory  is
concen'ied  witli  tlie  emergence  of  order  in dynamic  non-linear  systems  operating  at tlie  edge
of  cliaos  (p. 77). Nature  and  natural  systems,  SIICII as weather  systems  or  tlie  universe  itself
can  serve  as an example  of  IIOW order  and  equilibrium  are acliieved  only  by  first  going
through  chaos.  Bout-nes  goes  on to explain  IIOW tliese  tlieories  reject  Newtonian  mechanical
laws  (cause  and  effect),  and  that  chaos  amplifies  small  changes  in  the  environment,  causing
the  instability  necessary  to transfon'n  an existing  pattetn  of  beliavior  into  a new,  more
appropriate  one  (p. 315).
According  to Bunies  (p. 314),  complexity  tlieories  stem  from  attempts  by
meteorologists,  biologists,  cliemists,  pliysicists  and  otlier  nahiral  scientists  to build
matliematical  models  of  SyStemS  in  nature.  From  tliis,  several  social  theories  liave  emerged,
sucli  as chaos  theory,  dissipative  structures  tlieory,  and  tlie  theory  of  complex  adaptive
SySten'is  (CAS).  All  tlu-ee  theories  see systems  as botl'i  non-linear  and  self-organizing,  and
three  central  concepts  lie  at tlie  heart  of  complexity  theories:  Tlie  nature  of  cliaos  and  order,
tlie  "edge  of  cliaos,"  and  order  generating  rules.
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However,  many  scliolars  aclaiowledge  that  complexity  tlieory  is relatively  untested  and
empirically  suppoited  in social  systems.  According  to Demers  (p. 162),  articles  discussing
tlie  implications  of  chaos  theory  and  CAS  theory  for  organizational  evolution  and  cliange
liave  n"iultiplied.  However,  empirical  work  tliat  systen'iatically  applies  the complexity
approacli  to understand  organizational  cliange  and  evolution  lias  remained  relatively  sparse.
In addition,  it sliould  be noted  tliat  unlike  many  natural  systems,  people  are  not  untliinking
molecules;  tliey  can  and  do exercise  free  will,  and  interpret  events  in  different  ways.  As
Polkinglionie  (p. 6) states,  "human  beings  liave  the  power  of  agency."
Elements  of  Complexity  Theory
1.  Chaos  Theoi3i
Cliaos  tlieory  generally  describes  a process  in  which  systems  in  nature  bring  order  out  of
chaos.  This  process  is commonly  referred  to as self  organization.  In a general  sense,  stability
is achieved  only  by  first  going  tlirougl'i  "chaos"  or  even  damaging  events.  Tliere  are several
examples  tliat  one  corild  give  from  nature,  such  as weather  systems,  eartliqriakes  and
volcanoes,  and  even  tlie  cosmos  itself.  However,  patterns  and  a sense  of  order  are often
present  witliin  tlie  cliaos.  An  example  of  chaos  and  order  at a more  micro  level  would  be
snowflakes  - no two  are alike,  yet  all  have  six  sides.
Acco:i-ding  to Buines,  a successful  system  must  be successfully  balanced  between  cliaos
and  order.  For  example,  if  a system  becomes  too  stable,  it will  ossify  and  die;  if  it becomes
too  unstable  (sucl'i  as cancer)  it  may  get  out  of  control  and  destroy  itself  (p. 314).
Bunies  furtlier  states  tliat  creativity  and  growtli  are at tlieir  optimal  wlien  a complex
system  operates  at the edge  of  cliaos.  Order  generating  rules  are what  keep  the system  from
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falling  over  tlie  edge.  Organizations  tliat  relentlessly  pursue  a patli  of  continuoris  innovation
succeed  because  they  operate  at tlie  edge  of  chaos.  hi  addition,  Burnes  notes  tliat  successful
organizations  often  inject  "novelty"  and  change  into  their  nonnal  operations,  and  constantly
risk  "falling  over  the  edge."  (p.  315).
Demers  also  notes  the  significance  of  cliaos  by  describing  l'iow  only  at tlie  edge  of  cliaos
can  an organization  attain  an improved  position  and,  once  tliere,  maintain  an advantage  (p.
160).  In  addition,  when  an organization  is operating  at tlie  edge  of  chaos,  it  is constantly
clianging  and  no  one  in  the  organization  controls  the  change  process  completely.  Also,
Demers  cites  studies  describing  how  chaos  tl'ieory  lias  been  applied  most  systematically  to
concrete  situations  tliat  are  typically  considered  disorderly,  sucl'i  as crisis  and  innovation  (p.
162).  Witli  tliat  in  mind,  tliere  may  arguably  be applications  to tlie  changes  presently
occurring  in  local  govei"iqment  organizations,  including  efforts  directed  toward  encouraging
ii'uiovation.
2.  Com.plex  Adaptive  Svsteiyqs  (CAS)
Otlier complexity  theorists see organizations as con"iplex adaptive SYSTEMS (CAS).
According  to Dooley,  a CAS  is botli  self-organizing  and  learning.  Examples  of  complex
adaptive  systems  include  social  systems,  ecologies,  economies,  cultures,  politics,
tecl'inologies,  traffic,  and  weather  (p. 77).  In  addition,  Dooley  states  that  all  living
organizations,  wliether  a rliinoceros  or  a rliododendron,  are  seen  as a CAS  (p. 79).
A  CAS  can  generally  be described  as being  comprised  of  the  following:  I ) semi-
aritonomoris  agents,  2) unpredictable  behaviors,  3) self-organization,  4)  interactions  witliin
tlie  organization  tliat  create  system-wide  patterns,  and  4) emergent  patte'iiis  tliat  reinforce
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ceitain  behaviors  of  agents  witl'iin  tlie  systen"i  or  organization.  The  emergence  of  trust  may
serve  as an example.  According  to Dooley,  a CAS  is self  organizing  in  tliat  tliere  is no overall
blueprint  or extetnal  deteri'ninant  of  IIOW the system  develops.  Instead,  a pattern  of  behavior
of  the system  evolves  and  emerges  from  tlie  local  interactions  of  tlie  agents  witliin  it (p. 79).
Order  is emergent  as opposed  to pre-deteii'nined,  and  the state  of  the  system  is irreversible
and  often  unpredictable  (p. 83). In  addition,  complex  adaptive  systems  self-organize  through
a natural  result  of  non-linear  interaction,  not  out  of  tlie  tendency  of  individual  agents  to prefer
or seek  out  order.
It should  also  be noted  that  in a CAS,  rinplaniied  action  is often  inevitable  and  is not
necessarily  the  'i-esult  of  ignorance  or incompetence.  Pattei-i'is  of  cliange  are not  always
consistent,  and  change  may  occur  rapidly  or slowly,  lii'iearly  or  non-linearly.  Cliange  may
occur  in  sliort  bursts,  or  may  be prolonged  and  constant.  hi  summary,  a complex  adaptive
SySten"i (CAS)  view  allows  one  to analyze  the  complexity  of  an organizational  system  from  a
more  liolistic  point  of  view.  Togetlier,  chaos  tlieory  and  complex  adaptive  systems  combine
to provide  a foundation  for  tlie  understanding  of  new  science.
3. Coinplexitv  Theorv  and  New  Science  According  to %eatiev
Tlie  teclinical  elements  of  complexity  tlieory  may  be ruiderstood  in a more  approacliable
mai'uqer  throrigli  new  science.  According  to Wheatley,  general  complexity  tlieory  and  new
science  focuses  more  on liolism  rather  tl"ian  011 tlie  parts  (Newtonian  Science)  and  places
strong  empliasis  on  the relationsliips  witliin  networks  (p. 10). As  in quantun'i  pliysics,
"relationships  are the key  detertniner  of  everytliing"  (p. 11). Many  of  tliese  relationsliips,
altliougli  unseen  and  seemingly  insignificant  can  be extremely  powerful  and  changing.  An
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example  of  this  is often  described  as 'tlie  butterfly  effect"  wliere  tlie  flap  of  a butterfly's
wings  011 one  continent  can  have  an effect  on an eco-system  on anotlier  continent.
More  impoitantly  witli  regards  to relationsliips,  Wlieatley  emphasizes  tlie  power  and
significance  of  the  relationship  between  order  and  cliaos.  Disorder  is described  as a critical
player,  and  even  an ally  tliat  can  provoke  a system  to self-organize  into  new  fon'ns  of  being.
Witl'iout  the  partnering  of  these  two  forces  togetlier,  no cl'iange  or  progress  is possible;  cliaos
is i'iecessary  to achieve  new  creative  ordering  (p. 13).
Wlieatley  describes  liow  emergence  and  how  continuity  and  congruence  in  turbulent
times  liappen  tlirough  invisible  forces  and  not  tl'u-ougli  controls  (p. 15). Organizations  can  be
seen  as organic  structures;  fluid,  seamless,  organic,  leai-ning,  and  exhibiting  self-organizing
capacity  (p. 15).  Wheatley  also  describes  tlie  emergence  of  order  througli  tlie  illustration  of
fractals;  one  can  recognize  identical  pattei-ns  of  cliange  tliat  exist  simultaneously  tl'u-origliout  a
system  at micro,  meso,  and  macro  levels.  Tliis  provides  tlie  basis  for  a new  way  of  tliinking
that  many  local  government  organizations  may  desperately  need.
New  Science  and  the  Emergence  of  New  Tliii'il<ing
Complexity  tlieory  and  new  science  support  tlie  argument  and  need  for  newer  ways  of
tliinking,  and  that  sucli  tl'iinking  must  evolve  freely  without  tlie  restrictions  imposed  by  past
belief  systems.  According  to John  McWorter,  a linguist  at Columbia  University,  people
sliould  be more  aware  of  patl'i  dependence  (Brooks,  2011).  Tliis  refers  to the  notion  tliat
often  "sometliing  that  seems  nonnal  or inevitable  today  began  witli  a clioice  tliat  made  sense
at a particular  time  in  tlie  past,  but  survived  despite  tlie  eclipse  of  tlie  justification  for  tliat
choice."  McWorter  also  refers  to tlie  "Einstellung  Effect",  tlie  idea  tliat  we  often  try  to solve
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problems  by  using  solutions  tliat  worked  in  tlie  past  instead  of  looking  at eacli  situation  in  its
OWII  tellllS.
As  an example,  culture  is described  as an example  of  an emergent  system,  where  many
different  elements  interact,  producing  a pattetn  of  interaction  that  produces  a new  element
greater  than  tlie  sum  of  its  paits.  Groups  of  people  establisli  patterns  of  interaction,  and  once
tliat  culture  exists,  it influences  IIOW tlie  individuals  in  it  beliave.  Brooks  further  describes
l'iow  political  polarization  is an emergent  system,  as are rising  liealtli  care  costs,  and  that
these  systems  are driven  bottom-up  and  top-down  simultaneously.  They  must  be studied
differently,  as wholes  and  as nested  networks  of  relationsliips.  This  argument  also  reinforces
the  relationsliip  and  emergence  tlieories  presented  by  Wheatley,  and  sucli  argrunents  could  be
applied  to local  govei-nment  operations.  Individual  issues  and  problems  corild  perhaps  be
solved  by  thinking  in  a more  liolistic  and  emergent  manner,  rather  tlian  trying  to root  out
individual  causes  in  the  more  traditional  sense.
Another  example  of  emergence  and  new  thinking  is provided  by  Senge  et. al. (2004)
tlirougli  a seven step process refen-ed to as the Theory of  the U. This process begins with a
step  of  presencing  (self  examination)  wliich  ultimately  leads  to sustainable  transfoi-i'nation
and  cliange  througli  a re-direction  of  tliinking,  surrendering  tlie  need  for  control,  crystallizing
intention  tlirougli  a vision  and  liiglier  put-pose,  and  seeing  reality  more  clearly.  Ultimately,
tliis  process  can  enable  leaders  and  tlieir  organizations  to better  understand  and  see tlie
wlioles  ratl'ier  tlian  tlie  parts  and  IIOW tliis  liolistically  can  bring  about  effective  cliange.
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Summary  of  Complexity  Theory  and  New  Science
As one  may  deduce  from  tlie  explanations  of  new  science  and  complexity  theory,  there
may  be  striking  parallels  and applications  to  liun'ian  systems  and perliaps  to  our own
organizations,  including  local  govenunent.  However,  there  are  some  otlier  important
considerations  to keep  in  mind.
According  to research  conducted  by  Houchin  and  MacLean  (2005),  a general  view  of
complexity  theorists  is that  instability  in  systems  results  in  positive-feedback  processes  tliat
bring  about  cliange.  Tliis  allows  new  or novel  forms  of  order  emerge  (p. 161).  However,  tlie
autliors  also  recognize  tliat  social  systems  are different  fron"i  pliysical  SyStemS  in their
complexity,  and  tliat  rules  tliat  detetn'iine  tlie  interactions  in social  systems  are socially
constructed  and  not  fixed  by  laws  of  nature.  As  previously  stated,  liumans  liave  tlie  capacity
to "exercise  agency."  In addition,  luu'nan  systems  (unlike  pliysical  systems)  have  liistories
tliat  cannot  be ignored,  and  tliey  contain  psycliological  drivers  tl'iat  do not  necessarily  tend
towards  chaos.  In summary,  tlie  authors  conclude  tliat  application  of  complexity  tlieory  must
someliow  incorporate  tlie  dynan'iics  of  liuman  beliavior  more  fully,  and  tliat  furtl"ier  empirical
researcli  is also  needed.
Another  impoitant  factor  to consider  is tliat  different  scenarios  can  often  play  out  wlien
thinking  aborit  complexity  and  chaos.  Complexity  theory  teaclies  us tliat  cause  and  effect  are
not  necessarily  related  immediately.  Tlie  relationsliips  tliat  make  up complex  systems
usually  include  delays.  As  Senge  (1990)  reminds  us in tl'ie Laws  of  tlie  Fiftli  Discipline,
carise  and  effect  are not  necessarily  closely  related  in  time  and  space.  Therefore,  the  results
we  see IIOW  may  not  be tlie  outcome  of  actions  taken  before.  Conversely,  tlie  influence  and
effects  of  actions  taken  today  may  not  be seen  for  decades.
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Finally,  because  the  rate  of  change  is occui-ring  and  accelerating  so rapidly,  today's
available  resources  and  researcl'i,  no  matter  how  well  tlioright  orit  and  conducted,  could  soon
be outdated.  One  must  keep  this  dynamic  in  mind,  especially  when  considering  future
generations  and  sustainability.
Critical  Elements  and  Points  of  Guidance  for  Application
The  literature  reviewed  provides  a general  background  and  understanding  of  con'iplexity
theory  and  new  science.  With  tliis  l<nowledge,  one  may  be able  to better  understand  IIOW
certain  elements  of  new  science  may  be applicable  in  assisting  organizations  dealing  witli
change.  For  local  goveii'nn"ient  organizations,  specific  application  examples  relating
complexity  theory  concepts  are sometimes  available  from  the  experiences  of  other
organizations.  These  exan"iples  not  only  may  provide  a template  or  base  for  application  in  tlie
appropriate  context  or  situation,  but  may  also  stimulate  the  new  tliinking  and  creativity
necessary  to consider  further  innovation  and  cliange  applicable  to tlieir  own  organization.
Tlie  application  of  new  science  can  be supported  tlirougli  qualitative  research
indentifying  specific  examples  and  experiences.  In  addition,  relationsliips  provided  tin-ough
local  networking  and  inter-agency  professional  organizations  and  worksliops  provide
additional  breadth  and  insight.  National  organizations  and  their  local  cliapters  provide  a
valuable  liands-on  resource  and  sharing  of  laiowledge  for  local  goveinment  organizations  to
utilize.  Although  not  referring  to complexity  theory  or  new  science  specifically,  mucli  of  the
infonnation  cunently  being  sl-iared  provides  successful  examples  of  new  thii'iking  and  its
application  through  ii'uiovation.  These  organizations  include  among  others,  tlie  American
Public  Works  Association,  the  National  League  of  Cities,  and  the  Alliance  for  Innovation.
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AAucli  of  tlie  inforination  provided  by  tliese  organizations  is being  sliared,  discussed,  and
integrated  into  individual  local  goven'nnent  organizations  fonnally  and  informally  through
policy  clianges  and  initiatives.  Tlirougli  a n"iore  conscious  awareness  of  appropriate  new
science  applications,  current  efforts  directed  toward  cliange  and  ii'uiovation  can  perhaps  be
enhanced.  Tlie  successful  application  of  complexity  theory  and  new  science  may  provide  a
new  perspective  and  an additional  boost  to efforts  cunently  being  conducted.
Many  fonner  plai'uiing  advocates  now  speak  about  strategic  tliinking  ratlier  than  strategic
plai'u'iing.  Instead  of  tlie  ability  to analyze  and  predict,  laiowing  how  to stay  acutely  aware  of
wliat's  liappening  now,  and  being  better  and  faster  learners  is now  becoming  critically
essential.  Now  more  thaxi  ever,  because  of  tlie  complexity  of  forces  in  today's  world,  it is
impossible  to predict  exactly  where  or  wl'ien  influences  will  manifest,  whicli  for  many,  is not
comforting.
As  discussed  tlius  far,  complexity  tlieory  and  natural  systems  provide  certain  elements
tliat  may  be applicable  to l'iuman  systems,  including  local  government  organizations.  Tliese
include  recognizing  tlie  importance  and  need  of  chaos,  new  infoi-ination,  unseen  forces  (sucli
as vision  and  meaning),  recognizing  pattei-ns,  and  a stronger  awareness  of  tlie  power  and
influence  of  relationships.  Wliile  tlie  importance  of  tlqese elements  may  be easier  to
understand  at a more  general  or  tl'ieoretical  level,  we  may  be led  to ask: How  do we  apply
them  to "real  world"  situations  in our  own  work  places,  especially  in local  government
applications?  Following  are essential  key  points  of  guidance  to consider  along  witl'i
additional  suggestions  for  application.
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Key  Points  of  Guidance  for  Utilizing  New  Science
In order  to effectively  apply  complexity  theories  for  use witliin  organizations  (including
local  government),  the  following  key  elements  should  be recognized:
1. Chaos  is Necessarv
Complexity  suggests tliat change is prompted OIIIY wlien an organism decides that
clianging  is tlie  only  way  to maintain  itself.  Similarly  in  many  of  our  OWII  organizations,
leaders  must  recognize  tliat  in  order  to attain  meaningful  change  and  eventual  stability  or
growtli,  son'ie  soit  of  "disorder"  or  chaos  may  be necessary.  The  tliings  people  may  fear  tl'ie
most  and  find  discon'iforting  (disruptions,  confusion,  and  chaos)  need  not  be interpreted  as
negative  signs  that  must  be avoided  and  controlled  at all  costs.  Instead,  tliese  conditions  may
be necessary  in order  to awaken  creativity  and  bring  about  constructive  and  necessary
cl'iange.  According  to Wlieatley,  "only  chaos  creates  tlie  abyss  in  wliidi  we  recreate
ourselves"  (p. 119).  For  example,  some  of  tlie  best  classical  music  ever  composed  serves  as
an example  of  l'iow  magnificence  can  emerge  from  con"iplexity  and  cliaos.
According  to Wlieatley,  order  and  cliaos  go togetlier  and  are not  exclusively
independent;  tliey  are complementarities  tliat  only  100k  like  polarities.  She also  describes
IIOW equilibrium  by  itself  is not  necessarily  a desirable  state  to be in.  To  stay  viable,  an open
system  must  maintain  a state  of  non-equilibrium,  and  keep  itself  off-balai'ice  so tl'iat  tlie
system  can  grow  and  cliange  (p. 78). Tlie  more  entropy,  tlie  less an organization  is capable
of  clianging.
h'i addition,  organizations  and  especially  managers  expend  considerable  amounts  of
energies  to maintain  control  of  tlieir  employees  and  activities.  Tliis  may  be understandable  in
today's  political  climate  and  past  practices.  According  to Wlieatley  however,  we  liave
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created  trouble  for  ourselves  in organizations  by  confusing  control  with  order.  If  people  are
macliines,  seeking  to coi'itrol  makes  sense.  If  living  with  tlie  same  forces  intrinsic  to all  otl'ier
life,  tlien  "seeking  to impose  control  through  rigid  structures  is suicide  (p. 24)".
According  to Bunies,  a fundamental  shift  in  the  role  of  management  is needed;
especially  witl"i  regards  to order  and  control  (p. 316).  At  a local  government  level,  policy
makers  and  staff  may  need  to encourage  and  support  experimentation,  divergent  views,  and
allow  more  flexibility  with  regards  to rules.  Wl'iile  this  may  at first  seem  coruiter  to tlie
responsibilities  of  local  goven'iment,  it opens  up new  thinking  witli  regards  to tlie  intent  and
put-pose  of  i-ules  as opposed  to following  rules  strictly  for  the  sake  of  following  rules.  A
difficulty  and  cliallenge  is attaining  tlie  mutual  support  and  alignment  required  fi-om  top  to
bottom  wlien  risk  and  resulting  chaos  ultimately  ensue.
Organizations  may  need  to recognize  that  not  only  is cliaos  necessary  to acliieve  orde'i-,
but  tliat  genuine  order  cannot  be forcibly  imposed  fron"i  the top  down  or  from  the  outside  in.
Successful  organizations  are comprised  of  many  levels  and  nun"ieroris  direct  and  indirect
relationsl'iips  and  interactions.  As  in  nahire,  tlie  essential  structure  of  any  organization  should
be viewed  as liorizontal,  and  leaders  should  develop  a greater  awareness  of  utilizing  that
dynamic  within  tlieir  own  organizations.  This  in  effect  means  tl'iat  many  local  govemment
organizations  may  need  to consider  structural  alignn"ient  and  organizational  revisions  and
sliifts  if  meaningful  change  is to occur.
Embracing  chaos  may  be tlie  most  difficult  concept  to see or understand  when  operating
in a public  sector  environment.  Employees  operate  in  an environment  of  higli  expectations,
strict  accoruitability,  and  little  tolerance  for  mistakes.  It is 110  wonder  that  organizations  try
liard  to control  and  mitigate  cliaos.  Ill  cultures  tliat  have  raised  tlie  practice  of  "110 surprises"
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to a higli  art,  sponsoring  such  processes  would  appear  to be a recipe  for  self-destruction.
According  to Wheatley  however,  we  liold  on  to tlie  myth  that  prediction  and  control  are
possible  (p. 101).  Tlie  intent  of  "embracing"  chaos  is not  SO ITIIICII tliat  organizations  open  up
themselves  to indiscriminate  cl'iaos,  but  that  effective  actions  and  responses  are facilitated  in
a manner  tliat  perhaps  sees and  utilizes  the  chaos  differently.  Order  may  emerge  out  of  cliaos
if  people  are free  to make  their  own  decisions  based  on sliared  meaning  and  values.
According  to Bui-nes,  the  best  run  companies  sui-vive  becarise  tliey  operate  at tlie  edge  of
cliaos  by  relentlessly  pursuing  a patli  of  continuous  innovation,  and  indeed,  because  tliey
inject  so mucli  novelty  and  change  into  tlieir  normal  operations,  tliey  constantly  risk  falling
over  tlie  edge  (p. 81).
2. Relationships  are  the  Key  to Success
The  in"iportance  of  relationsliips  may  at first  appear  to be overly  obvious.  Who  would
disagree?  However,  wliat  becomes  lost  for  many  organizations  and  tlieir  leaders  is liaving  an
awareness  and  understanding  of  tlie  complexity  and  role  of  tlie  many  direct  and  indirect
relationsliips that affect their organization. This applies not OIIIY to personal relationsliips  but
to relationships  between  events,  botli  intei'nally  and  externally.
Much  of  the  problem  goes  back  to tlie  need  for  control  and  predictability.  However,
with  relationsliips,  many  leaders  may  need  to give  up on predictability  in order  to open  up to
potentials.  According  to Wlieatley,  none  of  us exists  independent  of  our  relationsliips  with
otliers  (p. 35). While  tliis  may  seem  obvious,  egos  and  tlie  need  for  control  can  easily  get  in
the  way  wlien  people  are engaged  in the  lieat  of  the  moment  of  day  to day  crises.  Ill  addition,
"chaos"  will  often  cause  individuals  and  groups  to "silo"  for  self  preservation  axid protection
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out  of  fear  and  uncertainty.  However,  new  science  tells  us tliat  openness,  reaching  out,  and
relationsl'iips  in  general  are  more  important  tlian  ever  during  a time  of  crisis.
Ai'iother  consideration  is that  eacli  of  ris is a different  person  in different  place  or
situation.  Tliis  does  not  make  us inauthentic,  but  demonstrates  IIOW we  are "quantum,"
according  to Wlieatley  (p. 36). In  today's  age of  increasing  rise and  dependency  on
technology  for  communication  (text,  e-mails,  etc.),  oppoitunities  to engage  in face  to face
contact  dialogue  may  be more  important  tlian  ever;  being  open  and  transparent  can  be
critical.
Power  and  positive  energy  are also  generated  by  the  quality  of  relationsliips,  and
laiowledge  grows  fi-om  tliese  relationsliips.  Organizations  can  become  stronger  by  creating
stronger  relationships  (new  and  old),  botli  intei-nally  and  extenially.  Relationsliips  not  only
cultivate  growth  and  the  ability  to accomplisli  tasks,  but  tl'iey  also  stimulate  tlie  new
infori'nation  needed  to stretch  and  change  an organization  for  the  better.  Employees  need  to
be connected  to new  inforination,  and  be able  to reach  past  traditional  boundaries  to develop
relationships  with  people  anywliere  witliin  tl'ie organization.  Breaking  down  boundaries  and
"silos"  are essential  and  can  be accomplislied  by  organizing  across  disciplines,  sliaring
power,  being  open  and  transparent,  and  asking  imaginative  questions.  Instead  of
automatically  assigning  a problem  or task  to a specific  department  per  policy,  perliaps  ask:
"Wlio  witliin  orir  organization  would  be most  effective  in  dealing  with  tliis  issue?"
3. Information  Must  be Constantly  Sought  and  Gathered
Complexity  theories  suggest  that  infoi-ination  must  be actively  sought  from  everywliere.
This  includes  places  and  sources  never  considered,  and  include  info'iination  tl'iat  may  n'iake  us
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uncomfortable.  According  to Wlieatley,  infonnation  must  be continually  generated,  and  if
there  is nothing  new  or tlie  infonnation  confinns  what  already  is, tlie  result  will  be
deterioration  and  then  deatli  (p. 96). Tlie  intent  of  new  infonnation  is to keep  tlie  system  off
balance  and  alert  as to how  it needs  to cliange  and  must  cliange.
Arguably,  tl'ie greatest  generator  of  inforination  is chaos,  wliere  every  moment  is new.
Ill  addition,  information  needs  to be open  and  circulate  freely  so that  people  can  interpret  it,
contrary  to wl'iat  many  organizations  presently  do.  Local  government  organizations  should
create  freer  access  to infonnation,  and  become  more  astute  in  noticing  new  information  as it
eme'i-ges.  Tliis  may  be difficult  in a climate  wliere  control  of  infon'nation  from  the  top  lias
historically  been  prevalent  in  many  agencies.  However  in today's  world  of  intei'net  and  higli
teclu'iology,  leaders  must  also  be liiglily  astute  and  careful  witli  regards  to the  sources  and
validity  of  infonnation  for  botli  employees  and  stakel'iolders  as well.
Many  organizations  n"iust  also  take  a liard  look  at IIOW tlieir  infoi-n'iation  is organized.
Some  may  need  to move  to a more  decentralized  approach,  wliich  will  also  allow  a larger
degree  of  tnist,  respoi'isibility  and  risk  to a broader  range  of  employees.  Tliese  employees
may  110W be conveying  and  receiving  infonnation  in a very  tiglitly  managed  and  controlled
system.  Il'l addition,  today's  communication  tecluiology  lias  made  tlie  liard  line  between
employees'  personal  and  professional  lives  more  blurred.  Wliile  more  information  is being
attained,  communicated,  and  sl'iared,  organizations  may  need  to be aware  of  tlie  potential  of
infotqnation  overload,  and  the qriality  (accuracy  and  truthfulness)  of  information  tliat
transfers  freely.
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4. Building  Trvist  Is  Essentia7
Sharing  information  freely  can  also  lielp  to build  ti-List,  botli  interiially  and  extenially.  As
stewards  of  tlie  public  trust,  a public  official's  role  sliould  be to nourish  otliers  witli  truthfi'il
and  riseful  information  openly  shared.  Again,  natural  systems  worild  suggest  tliat  sucli
sliaring  of  infoi-i'nation  cannot  be as successful  througli  a top-down  (linear)  controlling
approach  along  restricted  pathways,  but  tlirough  more  open  like  complex  neural  systems  (like
our  brains)  wl'iere  infoi-mation  is broadly  interconnected  and  'free  flowing.  As  Wheatley
informs  us,  we  need  to challenge  ourselves  to create  greater  access  to infon'nation.
More  and  more  people  are  obtaining  their  infori'iyation  from  social  network  media  sucli
as Facebook,  Twitter,  You-Tube,  Blogs  and  other  sources.  Many  local  goveii"iment
organizations  are only  now  beginning  to recognize  tlie  cliange  and  impact  related  to tliis  sliift.
Some  of  the  traditional  ways  of  conveying  and  receiving  infoiination  are  rapidly  becoming
outdated  and  even  inelevant  in  many  areas.  Conventional  methods  sucli  as mailings,
newspapers,  etc.  may  not  be conveying  messages  and  infonnation  as effectively  as tliey  have
in  tlie  past.  Tlie  pace  and  complexity  of  life  has  clianged  for  n'iany,  and  many  local  officials
liave  not  effectively  adapted  to tliese  changes  wlien  trying  to reacli  stakeliolders.
Because  citizens  and  constituents  may  now  receive  infoiination  from  a variety  of
sources,  not  all  of  their  infonnation  may  be relevant  or  accurate.  It is tl'ierefore  essential  tliat
agencies ritilize social and electronic  media to not OIIIY convey accurate infonnation  in a
timelier  mai'iner,  but  also  to better  tell  their  story  and  build  trust.  Tliis  is especially  critical  in
more  recent  years  where  misinfonnation  and  a disconnect  between  citizens  and  their
govemments  lias  led  to an increasing  environment  of  mis-trust  and  cynicism.
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If  local  goveinments  can  convey  infonnation  accurately  and  lionestly,  tlieir  Facebook
and  Twitter  "friends"  can  perliaps  become  their  biggest  advocates  in  "telling  tlie  story,"  and
assist  in  establishing  credibility  and  trust.  Citizens  can  be engaged  wliere  tl'iey  already  are.
For  example  tlie  use  of  You-Tube  could  be more  effectively  used  to explain  tlie  seriorisness
of  infrastructure  deterioration,  budget  cuts,  or  otlier  complex  iSSues  that  may  be more
difficult  to explain  otherwise.  Agencies  may  also  be able  to respond  much  faster  to critical
issues.  For  example,  a tweet  tliat  coi'u'iects  to a public  works  dispatcli  plione  directly  could
insure  that  a problem  pot-liole  or  safety  issue  is received  and  addressed  immediately.
In  a general  sense,  innovative  organizations  in  local  govenunent  stay  connected  witl'i  tlie
con"imunity  and  build  trust.  Tlie  more  networked  tl'ie  organization  is witli  tlie  community,  tlie
better  prepared  it  will  be witli  inforination  and  options  for  action.  As  previously  stated,
coi'uqecting  effectively  witli  stakeliolders  and  especially  with  tlie  public  can  be conducted  in  a
variety  of  maiuiers.  Ill  addition  to social  media,  reacliing  orit  to SCIIOOIS and  promoting  more
civic  education  in  the  classroom  can  make  goveniment  more  accessible  and  transparent.  In
addition  to tlie  effective  use  of  technology,  the  quality  of  interaction  may  also  need  to be
realized  and  improved.  According  to Grayson  (2011),  public  meetings  can  be conducted  in  a
mai'uier  tliat  makes  attendees  feel  empowered  and  engaged.  Tlie  organization  and  its
employees  can  continually  ask  themselves:  Is tlie  empowerinent  of  our  stakeholders  (intenial
and  exteinal)  a genuinely  deeply  lield  value,  or  is tliis  merely  lip  service?  Do  employees
operate  in  ways  tliat  honor  tlie  human  and  natural  communities  tliat  liost  tlien':i?
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5. Lifelong  Leai-niny;r Alhist be a Prioritli
Many  local  govenunent  organizations  need  to become  more  savvy  and  innovative  in
fostering  continuous  leai'ning  and  growtli  in an environment  tliat  is simultaneously  cutting
SIICII activity  for  tlie  sake  of  tlie  "bottom  line."  Increasingly,  cuts  to training,  professional
development,  and  learning  in  general  have  become  increasingly  common.  However,  leaming
and  professional  development  are arguably  even  more  valuable  during  difficult  times.
Essentially,  wliat  may  be seen  as extra  luxuries  or  perks  ("low  hanging  fi-uit")  tliat  can  and
should  be cut  for  the  sake  of  balancing  the  bottom  line  n'iay  actually  cost  an organization
n'iucli  more  in the  long  run.
Sucli  cuts  can  discourage  and  suffocate  tlie  energies  and  creative  and  innovative  thinking
needed  for  an organization  to continuously  cliange  and  re-invent  itself.  Ill  addition  to
training  itself,  opportunities  for  professional  service  and/or  volunteering  not  only  connect
employees  witli  tlie  community  itself,  but  also  provide  self-nourisl'unent  and  energy  renewal.
Sometimes  wliat  employees  feel  they  no longer  liave  time  for  is exactly  wliat  tliey  need  most.
&unes  illustrates  this  point  'fuitlier  by  arguing  tliat  change  can  be an incremental
process,  undertaken  tlirough  a commitment  to leai-ning  (p. 310).  Learning  wliile
simultaneously  applying  vision  and  values  can  also  lielp  to establisli  trust  botli  intei-nally  and
extei-nally.  It is also  important  to note  tliat  leaining  and  renewal  n"iust  be lifelong,  and  is
equally  it'nportant  for  older  and  experienced  employees  as much  as yoruiger  staff.  Stagnation
and  being  set in one's  thinking  and  ways  can  often  be more  disserving  to an organization
tlian  an individual's  inexperience.
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6. Power  Comes  Froin  Vision  and  Meaning
Tlie  power  of  an organization's  greatest  resource,  its  people,  and  their  capacity  to self-
organize  to accomplisli  wliat  tliey  care  about  cannot  be over  stated.  However,  tl'iis  can  prove
difficult  in  an environment  wliere  leaders  at tlie  top  level  (a City  Council  for  example)  may
not  necessarily  be in  alignment  with  employees  and  the  stakeholders  they  sei-ve.  A  sliared
alignment  of  vision,  values,  and  meaning  from  top  to botton"i  is essential  if  an organization  is
to liave  hope  of  utilizing  and  effectively  liai-nessing  tl'ie  positive  power  tliat  can  result  from
new  tliinking.
Natural  SyStemS  remind  us tl'iat  space  is not  empty  and  tliat  invisible  fields  sl'iape  our
behavior.  Vision,  whicli  can  be defined  as organizational  clarity  about  purpose  and  direction
is one  of  the  fields  that  drives  organizations  as well  as individuals.  According  to Wlieatley,
vision  is power  and  influences  beliavior  (p.  56).  Tlierefore  a local  goveniment's  vision  and
commitment  to its  community  and  stakel'iolders  needs  to penetrate  and  be embedded  witliin
every  employee  from  top  to bottom;  from  tlie  mayor  and  council  to the  front  line  employee.
Tougli  decisions  and  proactive  actions  can  often  be difficult,  even  wlien  tliere  is a liigli
awareness  and  alignment  of  vision.  As  Senge  points  out,  most  change  initiatives  tliat  end  up
going  nowhere  don't  fail  because  tliey  lack  grand  vision  and  noble  intentions.  Tliey  fail
because  people  can't  see tlie  reality  tliey  face  (p.  33).
Along  with  vision,  anotlier  powerful  force  of  attraction  in  organizations  and  its
individuals  is meaning. AIIY living  tliing will  change if  it sees change as tlie only means of
preserving  itself.  People  often  cliange  only  if  tliey  decide  tlie  cliange  is meaningful  to WIIO
tliey  are,  and  it is stronger  if  realized  at a collective  level.  The  invisible  force  of  meaning  is
often  a mucli  more  powerful  ii'icentive  for  change  than  n'iaterial  rewards  more  commonly
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promoted.  People  WIIO are deeply  connected  to meaning  or  to a cause  usually  do not  need
directives,  rewards,  or  leaders  to motivate  them.  As  a result,  employees  in  a local
goveinment  organization  may  need  to be regularly  reminded  of  their  value  and  importance  to
tlie  community  and  its stakeliolders.  This  is true  from  top  to bottom;  wlietlier  it is the  mayor
or the  person  who  fixes  potlioles.
According  to Wlieatley,  tlie  work  of  any  team  or  organization  needs  to start  with  a clear
sense  of  wliat  tliey  are trying  to accomplisli  and  IIOW tliey  want  to beliave  togetl'ier  (p. 106).
Great  organizations  live  and  breathe  tlieir  core  values,  and  sometimes  this  requires  thinking
in  terins  of  core  values  and  etl'iics  first  and  core  services  second.  For  local  govennment
leaders,  they  may  need  to take  tlie  tin'ie  to remind  their  en"iployees  (and  tliemselves)  why  tliey
are tliere,  and  tlie  importance  and  meaning  of  tlieir  WOI-k. Actions  and  tasks  can  be expressed
and  tlioriglit  of  in tlie  context  of  meaning  and  a sliared  collective  vision.  In  otlier  words,  are
personal  and  individual  values  and  vision  aligned  witli  that  of  the organization?  Are  they  the
basic  fabric  of  how  employees  operate  and  act  every  day,  and  ultimately  liow  decisions  are
made?  Tliis  realization  of  core  values  and  vision  could  ultimately  result  in a re-evaluation
and  cliange  in  the organization's  core  services.
For  public  sector  organizations,  tliis  may  also  be driven  by  refocusing  stronger  011 tlie
stakeliolders  (including  tl'ie community  itself)  and  what  public  service  is all  about.
Management  may  need  to implement  a means  by  wliicli  vision  can  emerge  from  individuals
and  grorips  at all  levels  in  order  to have  alignment  from  top  to bottom.  Otlier  actions  could
include  co-location  of  cross-functional  teams,  team  building,  and  various  socialization  and
interaction  strategies  to build  stronger  connections  witli  tlie  comtiuinity.
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In  tei-ms  of  value,  all  employees  must  feel  relevant.  Bad  attitudes  are not  a disease  but
often  a symptom  of  iirelevancy.  According  to Heacock  (2010),  fi-ustration  develops  wlien
employees  quit  problem  solving  and  start  blaming  problems  on factors  that  are "beyond"
their  control.  Relevancy  can  often  be instilled  by  reminding  en"iployees  of  the  excitement
and  sense  of  optimism  that  tliey  liad  tlieir  first  day  on tlie  job.
7. Patterns  Must  be Recognized
Similar  to nahiral  systems,  leaders  need  to be able  to recognize  patterns  that  exist  in tlie
midst  of  cliaos.  As  Wheatley  reminds  us, all  organizations  are fractal  in  nature  (p. 128).  What
tliis  means  is tliat  distinct  and  similar  patterns  exist  at all  levels  of  an organization.  An
example  n'iay  be the  culture  of  an organization.  All  ingrained  culture  or behavior  pattem  in a
local  govei-nment  organization  may  be a positive  or  negative  element,  depending  011 its
influence.  For  'inost  organizations  to be successful  liowever,  tliey  need  to be able  to sliift,
adapt,  or  break  from  order  and  traditional  patteins  wl'ien  necessary.  Tliere  are certain
rliytl'nns  and  flow  pattems  tliat  can  be adapted  to wliile  driving  and  implementing  change.
Jazz  music  may  serve  as a good  example,  in  that  there  is a repetitive  melody,  tempo,  or  key,
but  at the  same  time,  tliere  are multiple  improvisations  and  variations  going  011 at tlie  same
time.  Employees  should  be g'i-anted  tlie  freedom  to experiment  and  perhaps  even  take  risks
wliile  at tlie  same  time,  being  mindful  of  the organization's  boundaries.
8. Focvisin5, on the Positive  and Workinz  With the Envii-oninent  are Essential
According  to Wlieatley,  opei'n'iess  to tlie  environment  over  time  spawns  a stronger
system,  one  that  is less susceptible  to externally  induced  cliange,  because  it partners  witli  tlie
environment  (p. 84). This  can  be accomplished  by  focusing  011 positive  amplifying  feedback
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loops,  becoming  better  at listening,  conversing,  and  respecting  one anotlier's  uniqrieness.  By
paying  better  attention  to pattei'ns,  the  rliytl'nn  and  feel  of  tlie  community,  and  by  increasing
tlie  amoruit  and  type  of  feedback  available  from  the environment  (custon"iers  and
stakeliolders),  individuals  may  develop  a much  higher  awareness.  For  local  government
organizations  and  tlieir  employees,  tliis  awareness  can  lead  to stronger  empathy  and
understanding.  Wliile  stakeliolders  may  not  necessarily  "get  what  tliey  want,"  tliey  will  at
least  feel  tliey  were  listened  to and  are valued,  wliicli  also  builds  trust.
As  Senge  (1990)  reminds  us tl'irougl'i  the  Laws  of  the  Fiftl'i  Discipline,  "tlie  liarder  you
pusli,  tlie  l'iarder  tlie  system  pushes  back."  When  initial  efforts  fail  to produce  lasting
improvements,  many  leaders  often  fall  on  to tlie  creed  tliat  liard  work  will  overcome  all
obstacles,  wliile  all  the  wliile  becoming  self  blinding  to liow  tliey  may  be contributing  to tlie
obstacles  tlien"iselves.
Working  witl'i  tlie  environment  is also  practical  in  the physical  sense.  Sustainability  and
'green"  initiatives  are becoming  increasingly  prevalent.  This  trend  is not  only  expected  to
continue,  but  intensify  as well.  Tl'ie  value  of  working  with  tlie  environment  lias  been  realized
in  many  areas,  including  energy  efficiency,  infrastrricture  and  building  construction,  stoi-in
water  management,  recycling  and  waste  generation,  zoning  and  land  use applications,  and
numerous otlier areas as well. Local government officials need to not OIIIY stay cui-rent witli
state  of  the art  tecl'uiologies  and  applications  to tlieir  own  local  environn"ient,  but  appreciate
tlie  global  and  liolistic  in"iplications  as well.
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9. Value  and  Process  Mist  be Einphasized  Over  Resvilts
In the  first  step  of  tl'ie presencing  process,  referred  to as suspension  (Senge  et. al.,  p. 29),
leaders  are cliallenged  to identify  tlie  limits  of  tlieir  tliii'iking,  perceiving,  and  seeing.  It  may
be essential  in  today's  world  of  complexity  tliat  individuals  become  more  present  in tlie
moment,  engaged  in  the  process  (including  better  listening),  and  liave  less  reverence  Ol'l tlie
objects  tliey  create.  Ill  otlier  words,  tliis  involves  a stroi'iger  focus  on  tlie  vahte  of  wliat  is
created,  ratlier  tlian  on tlie  monetary  cost  or  tlie  bottom  line.  For  many  local  governments,
tliis  may  require  a significant  paradigm  sliift  in  thii'iking.
According  to Hoene  (2010),  mucli  of  our  cut-i-ent  tliinking  needs  to be reframed  in tliis
mainyer.  For  exan"iple,  lie suggests  less focus  on taxes  and  spei'iding  and  more  focus  on
creating  a new  social  compact.  In otlier  words,  tliis  involves  reframing  tl"ie debate  of  taxes
into  a social  compact  tliat  mari-ies  goven"iment  capacities  to citizen  preferences  and  needs.
Wliat  this  also  means  is tliat  "core  services"  may  end  up being  redefined.  Popular  but
unsustainable  programs  may  need  to be eli'i'ninated.  Sustainable  economic  benefits  must  be
weiglied  against  more  convenient  one-time  savings  tliat  may  be more  politically  expedient.
Most  importantly,  tliere  may  need  to be a stronger  focus  011 tlie  capacities  needed  to
strengthen  our  systems  ratlier  than  "punting"  these  cliallenges  to tlie  next  generation.
According  to Senge  (1990),  tliere  are many  ways  witliin  complex  liuman  systems  to make
things  look  better  in tlie  sliort  run.  Eventually  however,  compensating  feedback  can  come
back  to haunt  you.  Hoene  also  suggests  tliat  tlie  framing  of  regionalism  as a "sl'iould"  sliould
perliaps  be more  directed  as a question  of  "when"  and  "liow."  Anotl"ier  example  would  be
less treatment  of  technology  as a substitute  for  specific  needs,  and  more  as a complement  and
catalyst.
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10.  Divergence  and  Diversity  M.tst  Be  Embraced
Tliere  are many  ways  to express  diversity.  Often  overlooked  in  organizations  is tlie  need
for  individuals  wlio  are young  and  inexperienced  as well  as experienced  and  seasoned,
similar  to a forest  wliere  new  growtli  is needed  to sustain  tlie  eco-system.  Wliile  older
individuals  often  bring  experience  and  wisdom,  tliey  may  often  be set in  tlieir  thii'iking  and
ways,  and  tlierefore  more  resistant  to cliange.  Organizations  also  need  tlie  energy  of  youtli
(or  new  employees)  wl'io  often  bring  openness  to cliange  and  new  ways  of  thinking.  In  an
industry  where  tlie  cunent  buzz  words  of  innovation  and  "tliii'ilcing  out  of  tlie  box"  are often
expressed,  it  is clear  tliat  a diversity  and  divergence  of  individuals  and  tliinking  is needed.
Tliis  also  relates  back  to realizing  tlie  need  for  chaos  and  risk  taking,  wliicli  is tlie  dilemma  in
many  organizations  and  especially  in tlie  public  sector:  While  innovation  and  tliinking  out  of
tlie  box  is encouraged,  risk  and  failure  at tlie  same  time  are not  tolerated.  Tliis  leads  to the
polarity  and  crossroads  tliat  many  public  sector  organizations  face.  How  can  a local
government  be innovative  wlien  control  and  intolerance  to failure  are deeply  engrained?
Application  of  New  Science  Guidance  Points  to Innovation
Many  local  govei'nment  organizations  are now  lieavily  promoting  and  empl'iasizing
innovation  as a means  of  overcoming  tlie  wliitewater  of  cliange  and  many  challenges  and
difficulties  they face. However,  many  of  these  organizations  are stiuggling  with  how  to be
irutovative.  In  order  for  an organization  and  its employees  to be innovative,  tliere  are
essential  elements  of  new  science  that  may  need  to be considered  and  subsequently
implemented  effectively.  Many  of  tliese  elements  are not  pleasant  or  popular,  but  often
necessary:
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1.  Innovation  and  Change  Cannot  Occur  Witliout  Accepting  Risk  Taking  and  "Failure"
According  to Wheatley,  an organization  tliat  wants  to stay  vital  must  searcli  out  surprise
and  look  for  what  is startling,  uncomfortable,  and  maybe  even  shocking  (p. 108).  It  is not
only  individuals  WIIO liave  to become  more  creative  and  think  "outside  tlie  box".
Organizations  as a wliole  must  move  beyond  tlie  boxes  they  have  drawn  to describe  roles  and
relationships  (p. 109).  In  other  words,  individuals  cannot  be told  to tliink  out  of  tlie  box
wliile  at tlie  same  time  being  told  to protect  and  preserve  tlie  same  box  from  which  tlie
original  tliinking  originated.  Local  government  leaders  must  be willing  to deconstruct  and
remove  tlie  boxes.  In  other  words,  innovation  sliould  not  be viewed  as a means  of  finding
new  or better  ways  to "maintain  tlqe status  quo."  As  Senge  (1990)  reminds  us, we  all  find
comfort  applying  familiar  solutions  to problems,  sticking  to wliat  we  IGIOW best. We  push
liarder  and  l'iarder  on familiar  solutions  wliile  fundamental  problems  persist  or  worsen.
Ill  order  to cultivate  an environment  wlqere  risk  taking  can  occur,  tlie  following  must  be
cot"isidered  according  to Waiu'ier  (2010):
a)  Barriers  to taking  risks  must  be removed  by  keeping  leadership  infonned  and
avoiding suilirises.
b) Adaptability  and  a tolerance  for  criticism  must  be encoriraged  in all  directions  and  at
all  level  witliout  repercussions.
c)  Take  risks,  but  "smait  risks."
d) Seek  out  ii'uiovations  at tlie  intersection  of  seemingly  unrelated  fields  or concepts.
For  example,  consider  partnersliips  with  otlier  organizations  or agencies  never  before
explored.
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A  different  attitude  toward  risk  and  failure  may  also  need  to be adopted  from  top  to
bottom  in an organization.  All  employees,  including  top  leadership  must  often  be more
willing  to accept  criticism  and  grow  from  botli  the  organization's  and  tlieir  own  mistakes.
Failures  need  to be viewed  more  from  tl'ie perspective  of  an opportunity  for  learning  and
growth,  and  not  as a means  of  beating  up  people  and  pointing  fingers.  Leaders  should  ask:
Does  our  work  climate  and  culture  encourage  feedback  and  rewards  tliat  provide  positive
reinforcement,  or  do employees  fear  backlash  or  retribution?  Leaders  and  managers  sliould
also  consider  encouraging  the  following:
a)  Bei'i"ig  willing  to absorb  risks  taken  by  subordinates.
b)  Pausing  and  tl'iinking  more  about  "lialf-developed"  or "crazy"  ideas  before
discarding.
c)  Being  willing  to stretcli  agency  policies  witliin  reason.  Ask  wliat  tlie  policy's  intent
really  is, and  liow  it  relates  to the  vision  and  values  of  the  organization.
d)  Being  better  able  to make  quick  decisions  wlien  needed.  Deconsti-uct  tlie  inefficiency
and  waste  of  arcliaic  systems  and  bureaucracy  as oppoitunities  arise.
e)  Being  a better  listener  and  being  empathetic.  This  does  not  necessarily  mean  always
saying  yes or  giving  people  wliat  tliey  want.  It does  mean  sl'iowing  that  you  are
listening  and  tliat  you  understand  and care.
f)  Not  dwelling  on mistakes  -  those  of  others  as well  as yourself.
g) Always  asking  questions;  encourage  tliii'iking,  questions,  and  input  always.
li) Pusliing  tlie  limits;  consciorisly  and deliberately  pushing  beyond  comfort  zones  to
stimulate  energy  and  creativity.
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According  to Powell  (2009),  "It  is important  tliat  tlie  environment  allow  for  mistakes  and
risk  taking.  We  don't  liave  to be certain.  However  as leaders,  it also  means  that  we  must
have  the confidence  and  strength  to provide  focus  and  support  sliould  we  detour  or  liave
failures.
Throrigh  tlie  prototyping  stage  of  tlie  presencing  process  (Senge  et. al.),  leaders  come  to
understand  tl'iat  it is only  tl'irough  trial  and  error,  by  doing  and  failing  and  trying  again,  that
their  creative  and  perliaps  most  effective  solutions  can  manifest  themselves  (p. 152).
Organizations  must  also  continuously  ask  themselves:  Are  risks  perceived  or real?  What
are tlie  real  impacts  of  "failure"  in  tlie  grand  scheme  of  tliings?  How  do oru- actions  related  to
risk  align  with  oru- vision  and  values?  According  to George  Bemard  Shaw,  "a  life  spent
making mistakes is not OIIIY more honorable, but more useful tlian a life spent doing
notliing."
2.  Innovation  and  Constructive  Change  Requires  New  Thii'iking
Local  govemment  organizations  may  better  engage  in "new  thii'il<ing"  and  ei'iliance
ii'uiovation  by  practicing  the  following:
a) Emphasizing  Value  and  Process  Over  Resttits.  It is essential  in today's  world  of
complexity  tliat  employees  become  more  present  in tlie  moment,  engaged  in tlie
process  (including  better  listening),  and  have  less reverence  on tlie  objects  tliey
create.  In other  words,  tliis  involves  a stronger  focus  on  the  vahte  of  wliat  is created,
rather  tlian  011 tlie  monetarv  cost  or  tlie  bottom  line.
b) Encouraging  Novelt)i  and  Pla)i.  Creativity,  innovation,  and  tliinking  out  of  tlie  box
usually  cannot  liappen  without  involving  the imagination,  curiosity,  and  energy  of  a
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yoritliful  and  cliild-like  mind.  According  to Picasso,  "Every  cliild  is an artist.  Tlie
problem  is how  to remain  an aitist  after  growing  up."  Witli  regards  to cliildlike  and
imaginative  thinking,  does  the  culture  in  an organization  allow  this  to emerge,  or
does  it  get  suppressed?  Is spontaneity  and  playfulness  encouraged  in  an
unthreatening  way?  According  to Wlieatley,  tl"ie creative  and  joyful  experiences  tliat
children  seek  are  the  ones  usually  avoided  by  adults;  disequilibrium,  novelty,  loss  of
control,  and  swprise.  As  adults  tliis  is avoided  because  equilibrium,  predictability
and  control  liave  become  so liiglily  prized  (p.  75).  Obviously,  professionalism,
public  safety  considerations,  and  the  gravity  of  certain  situations  may  taper
"playtulness"  in  ceitain  situations.  However,  organizations  would  probably  benefit
from  being  more  open  and  encouraging  to an attitude  of  youtliful  tliinking  as a stait
to "tliii'ilcing  out  of  the  box."  For  many,  tliis  may  require  a cliange  in  tlie  culture  of  an
organization  that  must  be cultivated  and  accepted  from  top  to bottom.
3.  Other  Considerations  for  Ii'niovation
Complexity  tlieories  and  tlie  study  of  natural  systems  offer  otlier  ideas  and  insiglits  to
apply  to public  sector  organizations  as follows:
a)  Always  try  to see problems  from  anotlier  point  of  view.  Identify  all  stakeholders
and  even  individuals  from  "outside  of  the  box."
b)  Encourage  experimentation.  "Pilot  Projects"  are  often  a good  way  of  trying
sometliing  new  and  different  witliout  greater  risk.
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c)  Be aware  of  stereotyping  and  preconceptions  (of  otliers  and  ourselves).  Be aware
that  leaders  and  innovators  in  our  organizations  may  emerge  from  places  or
individuals  tliat  we  least  suspect.
d)  Tliink  of  issues  from  long-tern'i  vs. sliort-tei-i'n  perspectives  (ex:  projects  or
services  with  low  vs.  liigli  operating  costs).  Eliminate  unsustainable  programs.
Tliis  may  mean  devoting  resources  to liigher  priorities  sucli  as sewer  pipes  and
critical  infrastructure  ratlier  than  amenities.
e)  Consider  combining  departments  and/or  merge  with  otlier  organizations
extenially.  Ask:  Are  all  of  tlie  talents  of  staff  being  identified  and  utilized
effectively?  The  issue  sliouldn't  be WIIO or  wliat  position  will  take  care  of  the
problem,  but  wliat  skill,  influence,  or  wisdom  is available  to contribute  to tlie
solution.  Are  there  otlier  organizations  doing  tlie  same  tliing  that  would  allow  us
to eliminate  a program  or service?  Wliat  about  contracting  for  services?  Are
there  certain  programs  or  departments  in  the organization  tliat  have  always  been
considered  "sacred  cows"  that  IIOW  must  be confronted  and  cl'ianged  and/or
eliminated?
f)  Understand  the  brutal  facts,  but  focus  011 the  possibilities  and  not  tlie  problems.
Generate  ratlier  tlian  judge  ideas.
g)  Connect  seemingly  unrelated  activities.  Tlie  power  of  unseen  forces  and
relationships  remind  ris tl'iat  connections  may  SIIOW up in  tlie  least  expected
places.  Take  advantage  of  random  or cliance  events  as opportunities  arise.
11) Empliasize  networking  at all levels,  extet'nally  and  intei-nally.
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i)  Wlien  analyzing  any  problem  or issue,  attend  to tlqe wliole,  the  part,  and  tl'ie
greater  wliole.  Consider  tlie  complex  relationsliips  among  tliese  self-organizing
levels.
j)  Watcli  n"iultiple  time  liorizons  -  be concenyed  about  tomoii-ow,  but  be thinking
about  next  quarter,  next  year,  10 years,  50 years,  and  beyond.
k)  Advocate  purposeful  surfacing  of  tensions  in order  to generate  far-from
equilibrium  conditions  which  will  liopefully  lead  to creative  new  solutions
1) Pay  attention  to where  energies  are expended.  What  energizes  employees  and
stakeliolders?  Wl'iat  wears  then"i  down  and  demoralizes?  Eliminate  activities  tliat
are toxic  to tlie  energies  and  emotional  healtli  of  valuable  employees.
m) Never  waste  a good  crisis.
Exan"iples  Relating  New  Science  to h'uiovation  and  Local  Government
Tliere  are several  good  examples  of  how  new  science  and  liolistic  tliii'il<ing  liave  been
applied  to all  levels  of  local  govemment.  Tliese  examples  may  range  fi-om  large  scale  public
works  related  projects  at a liigli  macro  level,  to tlie  restructuring  of  group  dynamics  at more
micro  levels.  Following  are  just  a few:
An  example  of  l"iiglier  level  liolistic  tliinking  can  be illustrated  by  Stockholm,  Sweden
wliere  traffic  growth  and  congestion  into  the  central  part  of  the city  was  becoming
increasinglyproblematic.  AccordingtoGrasso(2011),insteadofengaginginamore
conventional  tactic  and  solution  to the  problem  (sucli  as expanding  or replacing  tlie  existing
physical  infrastructure),  tlie  City  engaged  a compreliensive  team  of  expeits  from  many
disciplines  (tecluiical,  social,  political,  environmental,  business,  profit,  non-profit,  etc.).
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From  tliis  pooling  of  expeitise,  a variety  of  solutions  combined  togetlier  to mitigate  tlie
congestion  issue  witliout  significantly  expanding  tl'ie  physical  infrasti-ucture  or changing  the
pliysical  cliaracter  of  tlie  City.  Ideas  such  as access  fee scales,  analysis  of  sustainable  land
use,  transit  initiatives,  new  tecluiologies,  and  an awareness  of  liuman  behaviors  all  combined
togetlier  in a liolistic  mai'iner.  Not  only  was  tlie  traffic  congestion  issue  n'iitigated,  but  the
economic  vitality  and  long-term  environmental  sustainability  and  enhancement  of  tlie  City
was  also  advanced.
Local  govemments  in many  areas  are now  beginning  conversations  regarding
consolidating  and  combining  services  with  other  communities  wlio  perform  essentially  the
same  services  and  sl'iare  tlie  same  alignment  of  vision  and  values.  Ill  addition,  cities  may
consider  merging  services  witli  counties  and  otl'ier  levels  of  government  tliat  may  be
perforining  the same  services.  From  a practical  standpoint  tliis  would  appear  to make  sense,
especially  from  an argument  of  making  goven'iment  more  seamless  with  less cost  and  fewer
layers  and  levels  of  bureaucracy.  History  provides  several  examples,  sucli  as tlie  merger  of
New  York  City's  five  boroughs  into  one  City,  and  Jacksonville,  Florida's  merger  witli
sunounding  Duval  County.  However,  according  to Faliim  (2005),  similar  merge  efforts  in
otlier  areas  (past  and  present)  liave  frequently  been  resisted  and  liave  met  mixed  results  when
implemented.  Fahim  describes  how  voters  are often  reluctant  to approve  mergers  between
xieigliboring  communities,  even  if  substantial  savings  in  costs  are achieved.  Ban-iers  to
wholesale  consolidations  have  often  been  difficult  as a result  of  political  and  parochial  self-
preservation  attitudes;  similar  to wliat  occurs  at micro  levels  witl'iin  individual  organizations.
However,  by  perliaps  targeting  only  specific  services  and  engaging  a more  liolistic  tliinking
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approacli,  smaller  scale  mergers  n"iay lze more  politically  palatable,  still  preserve  a sense of
community,  reduce  costs,  and provoke  the cliange  needed  to bring  about  iiuyovation.
In Minnesota,  tlie  Cities  of  New  Market  and ElkO  provide  an additional  example  of  tlie
dynamics  of  consolidation  at a smaller  local  level.  While  tlie  combining  of  certain  functions
and services  have  served  the communities  well,  a recent  decision  to abolish  tlie  community's
police  department  caused  significant  constemation  and controversy.  What  made  the move
particularly  controversial  (Humpln-ey,  2009),  was tliat  the move  was made  purely  as a cost
saving  measure,  and without  any  consideration  of  how  public  safety  would  continue  to be
maintained.
Tlie  prirpose  of  tlie  last  example  is to show  l'iow  holistic  thinking  must  be engaged  in
making  decisions,  ratlier  tlian  focusing  on individual  parts. The  present  stakeliolders  of  tlie
con'nnunity  and tlie  long  tei-in  impacts  and sustainability  (future  stakeliolders)  need  to be
considered.  Tlie  examples  also SIIOW l"iow stakeliolders  (taxpayers)  often  experience  a
discoi'uiect  between  tlie  sei-vices  tl'iey  receive  and IIOW they  are paid  for.  For  local
government  officials,  tliis  underscores  tlie  importance  of  sliaring  infoi-ination  fi-eely  and
"telling  tlie  story"  to counter  mucli  of  tlie  misinformation  and mistrust  tliat  is prevalent  in
many  communities.  Tougli  and painful  decisions  are often  needed.  However,  tlie  cliallenge
to many  cities  will  be being  able  to make  tliese  painful  decisions  based  011 liolistic  and long
tex-tn sustainability  needs  ratlier  tlian  political  expediency.  Pursuing  innovation  and any
related  discomforts  are probably  more  desirable  wliile  tlie  organization  is still  viable,  rather
than  after  failure  and liitting  tlie  bottom  liave  occurred.
Another  example  of  new  thinking  from  new  science  can be illustrated  by the emergence
of  new  ideas  with  regards  to traffic  design  and traffic  control.  Conventional  transportation
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tliinking  and design  lias traditionally  been  based  on moving  traffic  as quickly,  efficiently,  and
safely  as possible.  However,  conventional  tliii'iking  has not  always  tliouglit  liolistically.
Govenunent  agencies  liave  liistorically  accommodated  traffic  challenges  by  continuously
adhering  to traditional  standards,  incorporating  familiar  tecl'uiologies,  increasing  regulatory
signage,  and perfoiining  expensive  expansions  by  acquiring  properties  and  widening  roads.
Declining  resources  and increasing  congestion  issues  are now  requiring  new  tliii'iking.
According  to Stauffer  (2011)  and Reynolds  (2009)  a newer  type  of  thinking  refei-red  to as
"safety  tl'irough  danger"  is gaining  widespread  consideration.  Instead  of  wider  roads,  more
traffic  signals,  more  crosswalks,  more  signs,  etc. wliich  have  only  increased  driver
complacency  and abrise,  some  agencies  are IIOW  instead  incorporating  narrower  streets  witli
more  trees,  roundabouts,  and other  features  tliat  slow  traffic  and bring  people  and vehicles
into  closer  contact  space. In many  instances,  tliis  has not  only  increased  driver  attentiveness,
slowed  traffic,  and encouraged  increased  bicycle  and  pedestrian  and  transit  use,  but  at the
same  time  lias been  moving  traffic  just  as efficiently  witli  fewer  accidents.  A stronger  sense
of  community  may  also result.  Ill  addition,  adjoining  land  may  be optimized  and
environmental  sustainability  enhanced  by  more  green  space  and lower  veliicle  en':iissions.
Sustainability  is also ei'ilianced  by  lower  maintenance  and  power  costs  (less  aspl"ialt,  conc'i-ete,
and traffic  signals).  In summary,  tlie  "safety  througli  danger"  concept  of  thii'ilcing  also
stimulates  a more  holistic  way  of  tl'iinking  tl"iat previously  may  liave  been  neglected  by  more
conventional  tliinking.
There  are other  examples  wliere  elements  of  new  tliii'iking  may  not  liave  been  applied  as
successfully.  However,  this  should  not  be rised  as a deterrent  to new  tliii'iking  and new
science  applications.  As previously  stated,  innovation  is not  possible  without  risk  and
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acceptance  of  faiku-e.  For  example,  the City  of  St. Louis  Park,  Minnesota,  engaged  in a
program  to funiisli  and  install  a city-wide  solar  powered  wi-fi  system  in  2005.  Tliis  was
considered  very  innovative  and  forward  thinking  at the  time.  For  tecluiical  reasons  however,
the  contractor  was  unable  to furnisli  and  install  tlie  system  successfully.  Altliougl'i  the
venture  was  unsuccessful,  the  City  was  able  to recover  all  of  tlie  costs  incuii-ed,  and  tlie
experience  could  be considered  a "smait  risk"  rather  tlian  a failure  as some  may  categorize.
In  any  event,  tliis  example  SIIOWS IIOW innovation  and  creativity  are not  possible  witliout  at
least  some  risk.  Wliile  some  failures  will  be inevitable,  tlie  risk  of  'i'naintaining  tlie  same
mode  of  tliinking  and/or  doing  nothing  are arguably  an even  greater  risk.
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Sununary  and  Conclusion
hi  summary,  complexity  change  theory  and  new  science,  if  understood  and  applied  in  the
coirect  context,  can  offer  new  insiglits  and  tliinking  tliat  may  stimulate  useful  and  innovative
altet'natives  for  cliange  within  local  goven'nnent  organizations.  Wl'iile  a direct  application  to
liuman  systems  may  not  be completely  practical  or  even  appropriate  in  every  situation,
complexity  tlieory  does  provide  useful  insights  and  is gradually  seeing  successful  application
in  many  communities,  especially  in  promoting  innovation.
Specific  elements  of  new  science  are familiar,  sucli  as tlie  importance  and  power  of
relationsliips,  tlie  power  of  unseen  forces,  and  so on. However,  a thorougli  study  of  natural
systems  and  new  science,  especially  as presented  by  Wlieatley  and  Senge,  offers  a different
perspective  tliat  can allow  leaders  to see and  understand  tlieir  organizations  in  a more  liolistic
maiuier  that  may  ultimately  stimulate  positive  cliange  and  sustainability.
Tl'iis  different  perspective  may  be especially  critical  in our  current  time.  Tlie  rapid  rate
of  accelerated  cliange  broright  about  in  more  recent  years  by  globalization  and  tlie
development  of  new  technologies  may  be unprecedented  in luunan  history.  For  our  own
work  organizations  and  tlie  liuman  race  in general,  our  ability  to understand  and  react  to
cliange  and  even  to try  to change  ourselves  is becoming  increasingly  complex.  Wliile  a more
cause  and  effect  understanding  of  change  illustrated  by  more  traditional  Newtonian  related
science  may  liave  effectively  worked  in  the  past,  most  organizations  are realizing  that
previous  metliods  of  operating  and  surviving  as a business  or agency  110 longer  work.
However,  Newtonian  based  cause  and  effect  tliinking  arguably  cannot  be discarded
completely  in local  government  applications.  Maintaining  legal  obligations  and
responsibilities  such  as maintaining  public  safety,  ensuring  bridges  will  not  collapse,  water  is
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safe  to drink,  and  so on cannot  be maintained  withorit  at least  sonie  dependence  011 traditional
metliods  of  operation.  A  complex  world  would  tlierefore  suggest  there  must  be an optimum
balance  of  new  tliinking  combined  with  specific  critical  limitations.
New  science  and  new  tliinking  by  itself  is not  a silver  bullet  that  will  save  local
govei-nment  organizations.  However,  critical  elements  of  new  tliinking  may  need  to be
incoi-porated  into  the  fabric  of  many  organizations  if  they  are to have  any  chance  of  surviving
into  tlie  future.  hu'iovation  cannot  be acliieved  without  risks  and  even  failure.  Many  cities,
such  as Detroit,  are now  engaging  in  higl'ily  innovative  initiatives  (Rousli).  However,  this
may  be in  pait  because  the  City  essentially  "liit  bottom,"  tlie  stakes  became  extremely  liigh,
and  tliere  became  no otlier  direction  to turiy.  Tlie  dilemma  for  most  local  govenunents  and
cities  is to cliange  and  become  ii'uiovative  before  tliey  themselves  hit  bottom  and  survival
itself  becomes  a reality.  More  partnering  and  stronger  relationsliips  witli  otlier  stakeliolders
and  organizations  will  likely  be necessary.
In  summary,  there  is a growing  sense  of  fear  and  anxiety  over  tlie  lack  of  control  that
local  govenu'nent  organizations  liave  over  events  that  influence  tliem.  Many  organizations
feel  tliey  can  no longer  control  their  own  destiny,  and  instead  are expending  significant
energies  just  figuring  out  IIOW to survive  day  to day.  Public  sector  agencies  and  especially
local  govei-i"iment  agencies  experiencing  budget  cuts  especially  feel  tliis  anxiety  and
helplessness.  Tl'iey  are facing  a "new  not-inal"  tliat  is becoming  very  difficult  to adapt  to and
navigate.
Fortunately,  complexity  cliange  theory  and  new  science  provides  tools  for  thinking  tliat
l'iave  proven  successful  when  applied  intelligently.  New  science  not  only  reinforces  certain
principles  we  may  already  l(IIOW,  but  also  offers  new  perspectives  tliat  may  contrast  from
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traditional  ways  of  thinking.  In  particular,  new  science  tells  us that  wliat  we  have  long
resisted  (chaos  and  disorder),  can  conversely  be welcomed  as a necessary  and  driving  force
tliat  allows  tlie  innovation  and  cl'iange  needed  to survive  if  understood  and  applied  con-ectly.
Insiglits  are provided  that  explain  the  power  and  complexity  of  relationsliips  in a fi-esli  and
new  perspective,  and  that  the  traditional  "top-down"  power  structure  of  many  organizations
may  no longer  be applicable.  KIIOWII,  but  unseen  forces  such  as vision  and  meaning  are
found  to be even  more  powerful  than  previously  realized,  and  a stronger  awareness  of  IIOW
tliey  apply  to tlie  whole  of  an organization  and  its stakeliolders  is realized.
Some  scholars  aclaiowledge  tliat  liuman  beings  are not  tlie  same  as tlie  atoms  and
molecules  tliat  make  up natural  and  pliysical  systems  that  provide  a basis  for  new  science.
Human  beings  liave  agency,  souls,  a consciousness,  and  beliavior  cliaracteristics  based  on
fi-ee will  and  individual  values  and  desires.  Particularly  when  weigliing  cliaos  and  risk,  our
sense  of  compassion,  empatliy,  and  responsibility  to our  fellow  human  beings  and  orir
environment  must  be considered.  For  example,  the current  chaos  created  by  political  leaders
WIIO slash  budgets  strictly  for  tlie  sake  of  slasliing  budgets  while  simultaneously  ignoring
human  liealtli,  safety,  and  long-term  social  and  environmental  impacts  is not  in-line  with
liolistic  thinking.
Tliere  will  always  be polarities  and  opposing  forces  reqriiring  balance  to maintain  order.
Finding  tliat  right  balance  between  chaos,  risk,  and  order  may  pose  the  most  significant
challenge  for  leaders.  Ill  making  decisions  tliat  tliat  are best  in tlie  long-term,  holistic,  and
sustainable  sense,  effective  local  government  leaders  must  be willing  to endure  significant
criticism  and  doribt.  However,  if  tliese  organizations  and  tlieir  leaders  ren"iain  steadfast  and
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committed  to their  values  and  vision,  tlieir  actions  will  ultimately  transcend  tlieir  own  time,
and  help  to preserve  livable  and  sustainable  communities  for  future  generations.
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